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Myface is the daily experience, the references that make the days more pleasant and worthy. The warmth of the sun in the morning, the music that kickstarts
the day, the outfit chosen to wear.
Myface is a brand that transcends furniture and becomes not only an integral part of life, but a fundamental one. Rooted in the latest design, music and
fashion trends, the creative process leads the brand to meet individual taste and personality, mirroring in its creations the values that characterize it’s
followers and clients, thus strengthening this relationship held sacred.

New Myface Outdoor Collection - Celebrating emotional moments
Design exciting life - Increase the day's end escape and morning stimulus, necessary to enjoy each day fully. Myface wants to maximize life's unique
moments, spontaneous reactions capable of changing moods - joy, sadness, hate, love - and influence perspective on every surrounding. Humanity, in its
individuality, lives constantly searching for the positive moments. Myface’s mission is to provide along with physical and emotional comfort, ultimately adding
up to what we all seek: happiness.

HOUDINI

sofa

MAGIC IS NOTHING BUT DECEPTION DESIGNED TO DELIGHT.
It’s in playing the sight and tricking perception that it relies, and it is in the same
ideology that the Houdini sofa was conceived. Light and shadows scattering
across waves of acrylic blend the environment around the sofa, providing
unique compositions and exclusive outdoor ambiences.

FABLE

Through a contemporary interpretation of the traditional swing, Fable intends
to recreate the memories held closest, the character defining moments and
the feelings that can’t be forgotten. Lacquered aluminum and copper joints
hold an inviting floating sofa, available in a wide color array of water repellent
polyester fiber.

Nodo's alluring golden lines emphasize the attention to detail and construction,
striving to confer a touch of delicacy and lightness to a contemporary
environment.
Taking inspiration from the raw sketching itself, the first step in design
conception, Nodo offers a distinguishing dining and lounging solution with the
guarantee of Myface's weather resistant materials.
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dining set

STANDING FOR ELEGANCE AND MODERNITY,

For more HD Images, please visit our Press Area.
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EMOTIONS MARK AND CHANGE OUR LIVES
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